
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SYD/16/147               10 October 2016 

EMD CODES TO BE USED BY IATA TRAVEL AGENTS 

South African Airways has approved the use of the following EMD Codes by IATA 

Travel Agents plating on SAA 083. 

 

Name of the EMD Code Standalone or Associated EMD 

PTA (PREPAID TICKET 

ADVICE) 

0BK Standalone EMD (Coupon status will reflect as open 

until exchanged)  

Group deposit 997 Standalone EMD (Coupon status will remain as 

open until refunded) 

Oxygen  0B4 Associated EMD (Coupon status will reflect as Flown 

once uplifted) 

Advance seat selection 

also known as Pre 

Reserved Seat Assignment 

0B5 Associated EMD (Coupon status will reflect as Flown 

once uplifted) 

 

BAGGAGE:  

ABag 0CC Associated EMD (Coupon status will reflect as Flown 

once uplifted) 

BBag 0CD Associated EMD (Coupon status will reflect as Flown 

once uplifted) 

CBag 0CE Associated EMD (Coupon status will reflect as Flown 

once uplifted) 

 

When selecting any of the above EMDs, ensure that the correct fields are 

completed on the EMD mask to prevent incorrect ticketing and possible ADMs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Accepted SAA codes: 

 0B5 = SEATING EMD 

Should you GDS not be enabled as yet to offer the seating option, then please 

sell seats by means of: 

 

1. Purchase a seat online by visiting www.flysaa.com.au by using credit card 

as payment 

2. Contact SAA Reservation on 1300 435 972 to purchase the seat 

3. Within 24 hours of the flight, visit www.flysaa.com.au and at time of 

online check-in, book any available seat at no charge 

4. At time of check-in, any available seat will automatically be 

offered/allocated at no charge 

 

Note: When displaying the EMD, the Airfare and VAT will be reflected 

separately on purely Domestic seating EMDs 

 

 0BK = PTA (PREPAID TICKET ADVISE) EMD 

Use this EMD when your GDS cannot perform an Excess Baggage EMD or 

Oxygen EMD, Foreign Carrier coupon not uplifted, etc 

The Fare and tax boxes must be shown separately and not as one total. 

The remarks field must be completed with all the relevant flight details. 

Example of Excess Baggage: 

SAA Excess baggage rate for one piece on domestic is ZAR250 inclusive 

of VAT.  

 

When completing the EMD mask: 

 The ZAR219.30 must reflect in the fare box and the VAT of 

ZAR30.70 must reflect in the tax box as ZAR30.70ZV 

And 

 The XP PTA service fee code applies per PTA and must also 

reflect in its own separate tax box as a XP tax code. The fee is 

ZAR228 domestic and ZAR200 for regional/international flights. 

 

http://www.flysaa.com.au/
http://www.flysaa.com.au/


 
 

 

OSI entries applicable to all GDS’ and to be completed by the Travel 

Agent and reflected in the Reservation: 

 OS SA PTAU EXCESS BAGGAGE EMD 083 2010000000 

 OS SA PTAU DATE OF ISSUE 31 JUL 15 IATA 77490335 

 OS SA PTA ISSUE TO VORSTER/MADELEIN MISS 

 OS SA PTAU C/PASSENGER CONTACT DETAILS 

 OS SA PTAU B/SA 313 G 20AUG JNB CPT HK1 

 OS SA PTAU R/EMD FOR EXCESS BAGGAGE 1 PIECE 

 OS SA PTAU F/ZAR219.30 AND ZAR31.70ZV 

 OS SA PTAU T/TOTL TOTAL VALUE OF EMD ZAR250 (DO NOT 

REFLECT XP SERVICE FEE IN BOOKING IT MUST ONLY BE 

REFLECTED ON THE EMD) 

Note:  

 EMDs for oxygen: Oxygen must first be confirmed by SAA Special Handling 

before issuance of the EMD. 

 For Foreign carrier coupon not yet uplifted: Issue a PTA EMD for the 

additional collection as per standard procedure and collect the XP service 

fee. Complete the OSI field. The airport will reissue the remaining coupons 

by using a Force Entry. 

 EMDs for excess baggage can only be requested for point to point SAA 

operated flights/routes. Request may not be forwarded within 4 hours of 

travel. 

 EMDs for excess baggage can be sold up to 4 hours before the departure 

of the flight. 

 The EMD-standalone PTA for excess baggage is only good for the flights 

and dates specified in the remarks of the EMD and as completed by the 

Travel Agent in the OSI field in the reservation. 

 Please note some of our outstations are manned by ground handlers and 

excess baggage payment for passengers departing from these stations 

cannot be guaranteed. If the correct entries are used no problems should 

be encountered for any destinations departing from South-Africa. 

 Should the agent fail to insert the OSI field in the reservation, SAA reserves 

the right not to honor the EMD and this will result in additional payment 

from the passenger. 

 

 



 
 

 

Procedure to Exchange the PTA (0BK) EMD at the airport on the day of 

departure: 

 Passenger to have baggage weighed at check in station. 

 Proceed to ticket sales desk with “excess slip”. 

 The SAA Ticketing Agent will display the Travel Agent booking 

and use the EMD details and issue in exchange for the Travel 

Agent EMD code 0BK (provided that payment details were 

inserted correctly); an Associated Excess Baggage EMD will be 

issued. The Passenger will then proceed to Check-in and SAA will 

check the passenger in as per standard procedure. 

 

 997 = GROUP DEPOSIT EMD 

The Full amount in the Fare box. (The amount as specified example 25% 

deposit) 

Ensure to complete the REMARKS field on the EMD with the Group Name, 

Group Authority number, Flight, Date, Class and number of passengers. 

The Group Deposit is only good for the Group and date of travel and is 

not transferable to another group or date of travel. 

Note: One EMD per PNR/Booking 

 0B4 = OXYGEN EMD 

Oxygen must first be confirmed by SAA Special Handling before issuing 

the Oxygen EMD 

When completing the Oxygen EMD code 0B4 the following data must 

reflect on the EMD: 

The Fare (which is the oxygen amount) and tax box reflecting the VAT (if 

applicable) must be shown separately and not as one total. 

The remarks field must be completed with all the relevant flight details 

and issued in connection with field must be populated. (Manually or 

Automated). 

Note: Selling from the catalogue (Fare quote) will be available late 2015. 

 



 
 

 

0CC/0CD/0CE = ASSOCIATED EXCESS BAGGAGE EMD SOLD IN THE OFFICE BY A 

TRAVEL AGENT 

The agent will have the option to sell associated baggage in their own office (up 

to 3 pieces) or choose to issue a standalone PTA EMD code 0BK for excess baggage. 

When associated Excess Baggage is sold from the catalogue the following codes 

will be used: 

Abag: The first piece code 0CC. 

Bbag: The second piece code 0CD. 

Cbag: The third piece code 0CE. 

 

 

Once the associated Excess baggage EMD is sold the passenger only 

needs to proceed to check in and follow the standard check in procedure. 

Note: 

 SAA HAS SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS WHEN COMPLETING THE EMD 

MONETORY FIELDS. Failure to complete the field(s) as per the above 

instructions will result into an Agent Debit Memo (ADM). 

 SAA will only permit the BSP Travel agents to make use of the above EMDs.  

 Incorrectly issued approved EMDs are subject to ADMs. 

 No auto-refunds permitted. EMD refunds must be submitted via the 

BSPLink as an application. Failure to do so will result in an ADM. 

 Please refer to your local GDS helpdesk for remaining EMD ticketing input 

entries such as how to complete the EMD “Issued in connection with” and 

“Remarks” fields. 

 In the event where your GDS can not perform the 0B4, 0CC, 0CD, 0CE EMD 

revert back to the PTA procedure. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Reminder on SAA Refund and ADM Fees 

A further reminder that South African Airways has remove the admin fee for 

refunds processed by travel agents via GDS/CRS effective 01 January 2015.  

South African Airways Sydney Office will continue to charge an admin fee of 

AU$50.00 for manually process refund applications submitted by travel agent 

through BSPLink 

Please refer to attached news flash dated 19 December 2014   

SAA News Flash - 

SAA revised refund & admin fees issue 19DEC14 Ref SYD14172.pdf
 

Reminder on VA Domestic Australia TTL 

All VA sectors booked by SAA Travel Agents as part of an international connecting 

journey, TTLs are as follows: 

Business Class/Premium Economy: 

- Ticketing is required 2 days before departure 

 

Economy Class: 

- Ticketing is required 3 days before departure 

 

*Please note, an SSR/OSI keyword VAINTERLINE must be added to the 

booking in order to facilitate the above revised Ticketing Time Limit. 

VAINTERLINE SSR/OSI formats: 

Galileo:  SI.VA*OTHSVAINTERLINE 

Sabre:  3OTHS/VAINTERLINE 

Amadeus: SROTHSVA-VAINTERLINE 

Please refer to attached news flash dated 20 March 2013. 

SAA News Flash - VA 
Domestic Australia TTL.pdf

 

 



 
 

 

Reminder on SAA Chargeable Advance Seat 

Reservation 

South African Airways has expanded its customer value proposition through the 

introduction of a Chargeable Advance Seat Reservation system.  

 

PRE-SEATING: 

Effective immediately,  a charge will be introduced to pre-seat customers booked 

in the ‘Saver’ (G, W and L class) fare family for international flights, and for both 

‘Saver’ (G, W, L class) and ‘Plus’ (V, T, Q, S and H class) fare families for domestic 

flights.  

Please refer to page 2 for details of the various fees for domestic, regional and 

international pre-seating. 

Passengers not opting to pre-purchase seat allocation will have access to this 

facility without charge when check-in opens, 24-hours prior to flight departure - 

or upon check-in at the airport. 

Passengers seated in Business Class, Platinum Voyager Members or any Economy 

class fare not included in the above mentioned Fare Families, will continue to have 

access to seat allocation without charge. 

EMERGENCY EXIT ROWS: 

Emergency Exit Row seats can now be reserved in advance for a fee subject to 

certain criteria being met including all physical and legal (CAA) requirements, 

along with SAA’s Terms and Conditions . 

SAA reserves the right to cancel exit row seating at the airport or on-board for 

passengers failing to meet the required criteria due to safety reasons. 

 

PAYMENT: 

Payment may be made via the ‘Manage My Booking’ tab on flysaa.com.au.  GDS 

access and payment is planned for future release.  SAA will advise when this 

facility is operational. 

SAA News Flash - 

SAA CHARGEABLE ADVANCE SEAT RESERVATION issue 10SEP15 Ref SYD15125.pdf
 

 

http://www.flysaa.com/za/en/seating_campaign/chargeable_seating.html

